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Abstract
Current techniques for content based image retrieval have known
shortcomings that make it difficult to search for images based on their
semantic content. This leads to the well-known semantic gap problem.
To address this problem, we propose utilizing context information, which
is available from multiple sources, such as that generated by the camera
at image capture, sensor data, context sources on the Internet, and
information about environments where an image is used (such as an
image collection or a document). In this paper we identify different
types of image context information, and describe how context data from
multiple sources can be combined so that it is available to the image
retrieval process. We further show how image context information can
be represented using a new context descriptor vocabulary CTXT.
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Introduction

There is currently a mismatch between user needs and current capabilities of contentbased image retrieval (CBIR) systems. While information seekers typically describe
image queries in terms of the semantic content in the required image, CBIR systems
rely on the structural characteristics of images for image selection. This makes it
difficult to search for images based on their semantic content [1].
Image context information is being used in some image retrieval systems to
support the retrieval process. Currently the most used context information is
date/time and location which can be used for relating an image to an event or
to identify nearby objects (that might be depicted in the image). We believe that
an extended use of image context information can enhance automatic identification
of image semantics and thus may contribute to improving image retrieval systems.
This paper was presented at the NIK-2008 conference.
http://www.nik.no/.
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In this paper we identify a variety of context information and distinguish between
two types of image environments. Capture Context information describes the
environment in which an image is captured. Usage Context information describes the
environment(s) in which an image is used, typically image collection(s) or illustrated
document(s). Thereafter, we discuss how information from multiple image contexts
can be combined in order to infer semantic content of images. We present elements of
a new context specification vocabulary, CTXT, and demonstrate how image context
information can be represented so that the characteristics of each context type are
sustained and made available for use in image retrieval.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a
background on image retrieval and current use of image context information. Section
3 introduces two image context classes, while Section 4 describes how context
information from these classes can be combined, and Section 5 describes how image
context information is accumulated. In Section 6 we present and exemplify a subset
of the context vocabulary CTXT. Section 7 concludes.
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Background

Image retrieval
Image retrieval techniques can be classified according to two main approaches; textbased and content-based retrieval. In Text-based image retrieval (TBIR) image
features are extracted from image annotations that may describe semantics of
objects in the image as well as the situation or activities depicted in the image
[2]. Unfortunately, annotations may be biased, since they represent the annotator’s
understanding of the image and are described in his/her vocabulary. In addition,
annotating images is primarily a manual, time consuming task, which makes it likely
that an image is annotated with only one or a small subset of its possible semantic
interpretations.
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [3] has been developed to support image
retrieval in areas where textual descriptions of images are either not possible or
impractical (such as satellite images, finger prints, and x-rays). The underlying idea
of CBIR is image matching, where the structural characteristics of an input image
are matched to the structural characteristics of the images in the database. CBIR
supports automatic registration of low-level image features, such as color, shape
or texture, but lacks the support for image retrieval based on high-level semantic
concepts. This semantic gap [1], which represents the mismatch between semantic
user requests and the capabilities of current CBIR systems, is a major problem for
general CBIR systems.

Image context
A frequently used definition of context is found in [4], where Dey describes context
as: ”any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity”,
and an entity as ”a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and an application, including the user and application
themselves”. In this paper, the principle entity is an image, and our focus is
on the information characterizing the image that is considered relevant for image
management (including image retrieval and presentation).
Time and location characteristics are currently the most utilized context

information for an image. Image capture time can be used to cluster images into
collections, as done in [5, 6] where the objective is improved image browsing. GPS
coordinates identify exactly where an image was taken, and can be used as a basis
for determining relationships between the image and surrounding objects, such as
buildings, areas, or natural phenomenon. A number of systems combine image
location information with maps, see for instance Flickr1 , Smugmug2 and Woophy3 .
Location-based image search is described in [7], and in [8] a user’s physical location
is used for navigating through an image collection.
A combination of geographical location and time may be useful for linking an
image to an event, such as an annual festival, and in [9] time and location are used
as a basis for detecting location names, weather information, local time, daylight
status and season. Identity of the photographer together with social context is in
[10] used for automatically resolving the identity of subjects in an image.
The work of [9] reports on a user study measuring how effective users believe a
particular set of contextual metadata can be for image retrieval. The results show
that users believe the following context information can be useful: location names,
distinction between indoor and outdoor images, number of people in the image, time
of day, event, season, year/month, light status, and temperature. Camera setting,
color, and information about where the image is stored where considered less useful.
A user study in [11] reports that there is a user interest in supplementing images
with additional data, including location, activity, environmental information (e.g.
temperature and light conditions), physiological parameters (e.g. heartbeat), and
information about the current social situation (e.g. surrounding people).
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Image context classes

In this paper we distinguish between two context classes, Capture Context and Usage
Context, representing different types of image environments.
• Capture Context represents information about the environment in which the
image was taken, and may include context information such as date/time,
location, sensor data, information about an area or objects and the purpose
of the image.
• Usage Context represents information about the environment in which an
image is used, for instance in an image collection or in a document where the
image is used as illustration. Context information can be a textual description
of a collection, a document abstract, keywords describing the collection or
document, or text surrounding an image.
Capture Context can be collected from a variety of sources, from physical sensors
to software systems available as services for instance on the Internet. There are many
different types of Capture Context information that potentially can be added to an
image, but we believe that not all context information is equally relevant to an
image. The required context information will change depending on for example, the
image type, location of capture, interests of the image owner, and availability of
context sources.
1
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Context information can be collected in a chained manner, where already
obtained information can be used as a basis for capturing new context information.
For example, a context source can, based on GPS coordinates, provide a city
name, while a different source use the name to obtain a description of the
city. The combination {date/time, location name} can provide information about
temperature, humidity and wind speed at or near the place of image capture, as
well as the season or daylight status.
Usage Context information can be automatically collected from collection
metadata, document metadata and/or document content. An image collection is
a set of images that has one or more properties in common. Typically, the images in
the collection are brought together for some specific purpose, such as recording
i) a specific event, ii) a time period or, iii) thematic content [12]. Collectionlevel metadata may include information such as collection title, application area,
purpose, and topic descriptions. Information about the collection owner can also
indicate potential themes of the images in the collection. Document information
useful as Usage Context information includes document title, abstract, keywords,
text surrounding an image, intended audience and category of the document.
The different sources of Usage Context information provide somewhat different
semantic meaning. A collection description or document abstract does not represent
a direct description of any of the images in the collection/document, but can give
an indication of what an image is about. Likewise, keywords describing a document
or collection may capture the essence of the collection/document in a few, carefully
chosen, terms, but will have a more distant meaning for a specific image in the
collection/document. In contrast to document descriptions, surrounding text is
more likely to describe the particular image that it surrounds, and may therefore
give a more direct indication to the content of the image. This illustrates that
we can attach different interpretations to the different sources of Usage Context
information. It is therefore important that the representation of image context
information distinguishes between the different sources.
Usage Context has only been used in previous work to a limited extent. In
research such as [13, 14] and systems such as Google Image Search4 , keywords
characterizing an image are automatically extracted from surrounding text, image
caption, page title, and/or image file name. Our work differs from previous in that
we focus on identifying, capturing, and combining image context information from
a variety of sources. Our goal is to let Usage Context from multiple environments
be combined and used together with Capture Context, which collectively will serve
as indicators of the semantic content of the image.
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Combining image context information

As an image (or copies of an image) can be included in several collections or
documents, there may be equally many Usage Context descriptions related to the
image and each Usage Context description can give an indication to what the image
is about.
An objective of our work is to develop an automated process, controlled by
rules determining interpretation policies, that uses Usage Context data for semantic
image interpretation. One approach is to compare Usage Context from different
4
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environments (for instance keywords from a collection description and a document
abstract) to identify topically overlapping contexts that collectively support a
semantic view of an image, or identify topically disparate context that may indicate
different semantic views of an image. Rules can be developed to determine the
relative importance of context information, how information is compared, and how
information is combined to infer image semantics.
To illustrate how a combination of context information can be used, assume an
image collection containing images of ”Boats”, CollBoats , and a document describing
a voyage with the ship ”Hurtigruten”. In this example we represent all images in
the document as an image collection, CollHurtigruten , see figure 1. The document
contains different types of images, showing for instance exterior and interior images
of ”Hurtigruten”, sights from different harbors, and activities onboard. However, if
an image is included in both CollBoats and CollHurtigruten , we may, based on a topic
description of the collection, have reason to believe that the image depicts a ship of
type ”Hurtigruten”.
We also assume a third set of images, containing images on the topic ”Sights
from the Lofoten Islands”, CollLof oten . An image appearing in all three collections
is most probably depicting a ”Hurtigruten” ship somewhere in Lofoten.
Usage Context:
Hurtigruten

Lofoten

Capture Context:

date: 2004:07:31
time: 19:43:00
latitude: N 68° 14' 0''
longitude: E 14° 34' 0''
temp: 15° C
wind speed: 5 m/s
humidity: 50%
.......

Boates

Figure 1: Image contexts
Other types of information, such as the purpose or application of an image, can
also be deduced based on Usage Context information. Assume we need an image
of a boat to be used as illustration in a document. Among the images in CollBoats ,
some are suited as illustration, while others are not. If an image is included in both
the ”Boats” collection and the document about ”Hurtigruten”, we may have found
an image with a relevant topic that is also suited as illustration. Usage Context
information can also be useful for determining what the image, most likely, is not
about.
Capture context information of different types, for instance date/time, location,
temperature and wind speed, provide useful additions to the Usage Context
information. If we are searching for an image of ”Hurtigruten” at a specific harbor,

location information (such as GPS coordinates) are useful. When searching for
”Hurtigruten” on a stormy day, wind speed and humidity may be useful. And
a search for ”Hurtigruten” in midnight sun might, in addition to Usage context
information, use date/time and location as indicators of the possibility of midnight
sun.
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Accumulating context information

Image context information, describing both capture and usage environments, may be
automatically collected from different context sources and stored as image metadata
using a syntax as found in the CTXT vocabulary presented in Section 6.
At image capture time different types of Capture Context information can be
collected, such as the date/time and possibly the GPS coordinates if the image
is captured by a device supporting location tagging. Additional Capture Context
information can be added later by contacting context sources that hold information
describing some aspect of the capture environment, for example from services on
the Internet. Available resources include the GeoName5 service which takes GPS
coordinates as a query and returns geographical names together with a number of
other features. EarthTools6 will, based on a geographic name, give sunrise and
sunset times, local time, time zone, and elevation. The National Climatic Data
Center7 provides weather observation recordings based on either GPS coordinates
or geographical name.
Usage Context information can accumulate over time, since an image may be
copied several times and included in different collections or documents. For each
new usage environment, Usage Context information can be collected and added to
the image metadata.
Context information can be stored either as part of the image file or collected
in a context repository. Some Capture Context information, such as location,
temperature, wind speed and other types of sensor data, normally apply to a single
image and are collected at (or near to) image capture time. This information should
be stored in the header of the image file. For context information that applies to
a number of images (such as a textual description of a city or building) and for
information that accumulates over time (such as Usage Context information), a
common context repository could be preferable.
When a context repository is used, all relevant context information, for every
copy of an image, should be available in the repository. This implies that the
repository is updated with new information for each new Usage Context element that
is associated to one of the image copies. However, a context repository including all
context information about an image, can only be used if all usage environments can
access the repository for adding context descriptions and for use in image retrieval.
If this is not possible, Usage Context information and other context information
from the repository, can be stored in the header of the image file and distributed
with new image copies.
As an example, consider figure 1, and assume that collections CollBoats and
CollLof oten reside on site A. The author of the document about ”Hurtigruten” is
searching for images to illustrate the text. She finds an interesting image, O, in
5
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collection CollBoats , and downloads a copy of O to site B. However, before O is
downloaded, information describing all known context sources, i.e. Capture Context
and collections CollBoats and CollLof oten , are stored in the header of the image file.
When the image is included in the ”Hurtigruten” document, this document
represents a new Usage Context for the image, and Usage Context information,
such as keywords from the abstract or from surrounding text, is added to the image
metadata. If the image is made available for retrieval from site B, an image retrieval
system will have access to information about all three Usage Contexts.
The example above illustrates that context information can be inherited from an
older copy of the image. This information will then follow every copy of the image.
Context information associated with image copies are thus spread in a tree-like
fashion. Image copies in the leaves of the tree will contain different sets of context
information, which reflect a history of the context information for ’their’ copy. The
above approach is feasible as long as the header of the image file can be updated
with new context information.
Context information can be saved as part of the comment block for JPEG, GIF,
and PNG type images. A comment block in a JPEG file can contain arbitrary text,
each block has a limited size, but there can be as many blocks as necessary. The
Exif8 format, which is used by most digital cameras to hold image metadata, can
also include context information. In that case, we can use the Comment element in
Exif, that can include textual information of any kind.
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A vocabulary for image context information

We will in this section describe how image context information can be organized
and stored as metadata to images. To represent image context data we present
a new context vocabulary, CTXT, that is designed for structuring image context
information so that reasoning about the different types of context information is
possible. A small subset of CTXT has previously been presented in [15].
We base CTXT on RDF9 , which is a framework for resource description that
supports characteristics such as extensibility and interoperability. Extensibility
is needed in CTXT since new context information can always be added, and
interoperability is useful when context information is used in different environments.
CTXT is inspired by both the Dublin Core (DC)10 and the FOAF11 (Friend of a
Friend) vocabularies.

CTXT elements
The CTXT image context vocabulary includes elements for describing both Usage
and Capture Contexts. We currently have four classes in CTXT. There is one class
for each of the context classes described in section 3; i.e. ctxt:CaptureContext
and ctxt:UsageContext. The classes ctxt:SensorData and ctxt:InfoUnits are
subclasses of ctxt:CaptureContext, and include respectively information gathered
from sensors and information provided by (non-sensor) context sources. For each
class we also identify context types. Figure 2 shows the four context classes and
gives examples of some useful context types.
8
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Context classes:
UsageContext, CaptureContext, SensorData, InfoUnit
Context types:
UsageContext: Collection, Document, Surrounding Text
CaptureContext: Time, Location, Camera
SensorData: Location, Weather, Speed
InfoUnit: Time, Area, Object, Person, Event, Action

Figure 2: Context classes and types
Information from each context source will be represented as a context type in
the CTXT description of an image. Using the context classes and types from Figure
2, we can register weather, location and speed information from sensor sources,
and information (such as textual descriptions) of for instance objects (buildings,
monuments), persons and events.
Appendix A lists a subset of the vocabulary elements in CTXT. Some elements
identify and describe the context source, and can be used for reasoning about the
relevance and usefulness of the source. Other elements can be used for structuring
the information provided by the context source. The list of elements related (in
particular) to the SensorData and InfoUnit classes, represents only a few examples
of useful elements. The wide variety of context information in these classes will
result in a longer list of context types and CTXT elements.
Figure 3 illustrates use of CTXT to define usage contexts for the common image
in Figure 1. The example is taken from the specifications for the image in the Boats
collection, given in Appendix B.
<ctxt:UsageContext>
<ctxt:Type>Collection</ctxt:Type>
<ctxt:Title>Boats</ctxt:Title>
<ctxt:SourceId>
"http://www.caim.cs.uit.no/Boats"
</ctxt:SourceId>
<ctxt:Availability> public </ctxt:Availability>
<ctxt:Description>
"This collection includes images of different types of boats in
Norway during....."
</ctxt:Description>
<ctxt:Keywords> "boat", "Norway",... </ctxt:Keywords>
</ctxt:UsageContext>

Figure 3: CTXT example
In Figure 3 we have a ctxt:UsageContext description of type <Collection>.
The image collection, named ”Boats”, is public, and we have both an URI to
the collection, a textual description of the collection, and keywords describing the
collection.
There will be one <ctxt:UsageContext> ..... </ctxt:UsageContext> block for each
environment where the image is used. In Appendix B we find a ctxt:UsageContext
description of type <Document> that includes document title, source identifier,
document abstract, keywords and intended audience of the document.

A <ctxt:CaptureContext> ..... </ctxt:CaptureContext> block is used for each
type of Capture Context information associated to the image. Application B shows
two examples of Capture Context descriptions. The first ctxt:CaptureContext
description includes the GPS coordinates at the location of image capture, while
the second description includes weather information (temperature, humidity and
wind speed) at or nearby the image capture location.
CTXT descriptions can be stored either in a context repository or as part of the
comment block of image files, as described in Section 5. Independent of where the
context information is stored, the CTXT descriptions should be expandable. As
new image contexts are collected, the set of descriptions will be extended.
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Conclusion

This paper presents 2 classes of context information for images that can be utilized
to improve current image retrieval techniques. Capture Context describes the
environment in which the image is captured and may include a wide range of data
such as capture time, location, and a variety of sensor data. Usage Context describes
the potentially multiple environments in which an image is used, such as image
collections and documents of various types.
We have presented an RDF based context description vocabulary, called CTXT,
which includes constructs for describing both Capture Context and Usage Context
information. The CTXT vocabulary is designed for structuring image context
information so that reasoning about the different types of context information is
possible. The vocabulary is extendable so that new context description constructs
can be included as new image contexts are identified.
We argue that combining context information from different sources can enhance
our knowledge of the image by representing different and/or complementary views
of the image. We believe that this combination of image context information may
improve detection of image semantics, and thus may contribute to narrowing the
gap between user needs for semantic image retrieval and the capabilities of current
image retrieval systems. Future work includes extending CTXT to support more
context types, specifying rules and methods for context interpretation, and developing new techniques for efficient use of image context information in image retrieval.
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Appendix A: Examples of CTXT vocabulary elements
Element
What it means
Elements of general usage:
SourceId
The identification of the context source, for instance an URI.
SourceLocation
Identifies the location of the context source.
SourceDescription
A textual description of the context source.
Type
Description
Language
Keywords

Specifies the type of the context.
A full-text description of context information.
The language of the context information.
Descriptive terms specifically relevant for the context.

Specific elements for Usage Context information:
Title
Title of the document or collection where the image occur.
Abstract
The abstract of a document.
Owner
The owner of the document or collection.
Creator
The creator of the document or collection.
Audience
Who the collection/document is intended for.
(e.g. Children, Tourists, Students, Scientist)
Category
The theme of the collection/document.
(e.g. History, Nature, Architecture, Sports, Travel, Culture)
Availability
Availability of the context. It can be public, private or restricted.
Specific elements for InfoUnit:
TimeOfDay
Characterization of the time of day.
(e.g. Morning, Noon, Afternoon, Evening, and Night)
Season
Characterization of the season (Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter).
Month
Determines the month of year.
Name
Name of a Location, an Object, a Person.
Specific elements for Sensor data:
Latitude
A latitude measurement.
Longitude
A longitude measurement.
Altitude
The hight above the sea level.
Temperature
A temperature measurement.
Humidity
The amount of water vapor in the air.
WindSpeed
A wind speed measurement.
Format
Specifies the format of the sensor measurement
(e.g. Celsius, Fahrenheit, m/sec)

Appendix B: CTXT usage contexts for an image in Figure 1.
<?xml version0"1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rdf:RDF>
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:ctxt="http://www.caim.cs.uit.no/ctxt/0.1/"
<ctxt:UsageContext>
<ctxt:Type>Collection</ctxt:Type>
<ctxt:Title>Boats</ctxt:Title>
<ctxt:SourceId> "http://www.caim.cs.uit.no/Boats" </ctxt:SourceId>
<ctxt:Availability> public </ctxt:Availability>
<ctxt:Description>
"This collection includes images of different types of boats in
Norway during....."
</ctxt:Description>
<ctxt:Keywords> "boat", "Norway",... </ctxt:Keywords>
</ctxt:UsageContext>
<ctxt:UsageContext>
<ctxt:Type>Document</ctxt:Type>
<ctxt:Title> Hurtigruten - a voyage along the Norwegian coast </ctxt:Title>
<ctxt:SourceId>
"http://www.caim.cs.uit.no/Hurtigruten.pdf"
</ctxt:SourceId>
<ctxt:Abstract>....</ctxt:Abstract>
<ctxt:Keywords>.....</ctxt:Keywords>
<ctxt:Audience> tourists </ctxt:Audience>
</ctxt:UsageContext>
<ctxt:CaptureContext>
<ctxt:SensorData>
<ctxt:Type>Location</ctxt:Type>
<ctxt:Latitude> N 68 14 0 </ctxt:Latitude>
<ctxt:Longitude> E 14 34 0 </ctxt:Longitude>
<ctxt:Altitude> 1 </ctxt:Altitude>
</ctxt:SensorData >
</ctxt:CaptureContext>
<ctxt:CaptureContext>
<ctxt:SensorData >
<ctxt:Type>Weather</ctxt:Type>
<ctxt:SourceDescription> Weather station Model X </ctxt:SourceDescription >
<ctxt:SourceId> ..... </ctxt:SourceId>
<ctxt:SourceLocation>
<ctxt:Longitude> </ctxt:Longitude>
<ctxt:Latitude> </ctxt:Latitude>
</ctxt:SourceLocation>
<ctxt:Temperature>
<ctxt:Format> Celsius </ctxt:Format>
<ctxt:Value> 15 </ctxt:Value>
</ctxt:Temperature>
<ctxt:Humidity> 50 </ctxt:Humidity>
<ctxt:WindSpeed> 5 </ctxt:WindSpeed>
</ctxt:SensorData >
</ctxt:CaptureContext>
</rdf:RDF>

